
Taking experience marketing  
to the next level 
Adopting AR as a main marketing channel
Today’s digitally savvy consumers are demanding next-level experiences that 
anticipate their every need, want, and desire. Wading through the endless stream  
of content, offers, and functionality, customers are frustrated and brands are  
finding it hard to keep up. 

Augmented Reality (AR) technology has quickly gained traction as a powerful new 
channel to drive growth and engagement, and is poised to become table stakes 
for customer engagement across industries. Although AR is quickly becoming 
mainstream, many may feel that AR technology, execution, and strategies still 
 feel just out of reach. In reality, the creation of AR content and experiences can 
be executed—and personalized—as easily as digital content across more familiar 
channels with experience marketing (EM). Together, Deloitte Digital and Adobe can 
help brands achieve their AR and digital reality aspirations and build innovative, 
personalized experiences for customers. Powered by Adobe Experience Cloud 
technologies, Deloitte Digital’s AR/EM solution enables marketers to: 

 • Source and create AR and digital reality assets

 • Publish and integrate AR experiences across existing digital channels 

 • Monitor and analyze engagement with AR experiences to inform  
customer engagement and targeting strategies 
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The AR/EM demo
Placing AR within reach
Deloitte Digital’s AR/EM solution is putting AR within reach. Utilizing Adobe  
Experience Cloud technologies to track, test, and optimize AR experiences,  
our solution enables brands to resonate with the right audiences, at the  
right time, and across their preferred devices. 

See how easily AR can be adopted in our demo that showcases:  

 • Creation of 3D assets using Adobe Dimension

 • Management of creative assets using Adobe Assets

 • Authoring engaging AR experiences with Adobe Sites

 • Measuring engagement with Adobe Analytics
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To learn how Deloitte Digital and Adobe can help you  
add AR to your marketing toolkit, please contact: 


